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This insider’s guide reveals the island’s best-kept secrets, so you can feel like a “regular”, even
on your first trip, and find activities for the whole family!Find the best beaches, away from the
crowds...Learn the stories behind the sightsPlan your holiday before you leave home - and make
sure you pack the right stuff!Benefit from local knowledgeMake the most of your hard-earned
vacationThis book is small enough to fit in your pocketThere is so much that commends Saint
Lucia as a holiday destination: the world’s only drive-on volcano, romantic beaches of both
brown and white sand, unspoilt rainforest and some of the best scuba diving in the region.Her
famous Pitons are a UNESCO World Heritage site and have been named as one of the world’s
top five must-see spectacles, while her dramatic land and seascapes continue to provide ideal
settings for films and reality shows.This full-colour book includes details of:27 beautiful beaches
to relax on;55 engaging attractions;19 fun activities to keep you out of trouble!Lists of major tour
operators with contact details;Summaries of the major scuba diving sites around the island;This
book doesn't include details of hotels or restaurants - because Trip Advisor is the best place for
such information. Instead, it's your personal tour guide to some of the best that Saint Lucia has
to offer.Plan ahead by reading it in the departure lounge or on the plane, or take each day as it
comes – the choice is yours. With maps, addresses and contact information for many of the
island’s tour guides and activity providers, your only challenge will be deciding which of her
many wonders to leave until next time!

"The thing that's most impressive about Learn You a Haskell for Great Good! is how well-written
it is. This book is just fantastic."—Gregory Collins, Google Switzerland"Managed to walk me
through all important Haskell concepts without ever making any of the material sound
complicated. A good introduction to functional programming."—Marijn Haverbeke, author of
Eloquent JavaScript"This is a fantastic book and I highly recommend it as the first book on
Haskell—and possibly even the second."—Michael Fogus, author of The Joy of Clojure"A
fantastic, fun, thorough introduction to Haskell, spiced up by Miran's great sense of humor and
zany illustrations."—Brent Yorgey, The Math Less Traveled"Miran Lipovača has done a fantastic
job of writing a book aimed at beginning Haskell programmers. I like his very straightforward
writing style of introducing each topic with the minimum of complexity."—Bryan Bell, Math and
More"This is a remarkable book and may be just what this beautiful language was missing."—
Michael Kohl, Citizen428"This book is the best way I know to obtain the Haskell foundation you
need for fluency."—Jeremy Bowers, Jerf.org"This is a terrific book. It makes what might
otherwise seem impenetrable mathy-code and makes it fun and approachable."—Simon
ReynoldsAbout the AuthorMiran Lipova?a is a computer science student in Ljubljana, Slovenia.
In addition to his passion for Haskell, he enjoys boxing, playing bass guitar, and, of course,



drawing. He has a fascination with dancing skeletons and the number 71, and when he walks
through automatic doors he pretends that he’s actually opening them with his mind.
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Ebook Library Reader, “good. good”

Darlene Raysor, “Very informative. A very good read. The book addressed a lot of things about
Saint Lucia that I did not know about. I do know that it is one of the most prettiest islands in the
Caribbean. This information is good to know before planning a trip to go there.”

debbie drake, “Great read. Excited to have a bit of information .... Great read. Excited to have a
bit of information before our trip!”

Nasus, “this book ios a good guide. I've looked at others and this was .... If you're looking for info
about St. Lucia, and not all the Caribbean Islands, this book ios a good guide. I've looked at
others and this was simply the best of a small selection.”

Jill H., “A LOT OF INFORMATION. GOT A LOT OF GOOD IDEAS AND INFORMATION ABOUT
THE ISLAND PRIOR TO MY TRIP.  LOTS OF STUFF TO SEE AND DO.”

Ann, “Great little book. Perfect little book about Saint Lucia. It was a gift and she liked it.”

I W Hardie, “An invaluable resource when travelling to St Lucia independently.. This book gives a
clear, easy to read guide about St Lucia. We have just visited the island and used it to explore
the different beaches which are not easily accessible. The book explains why each beach is
worth visiting or not. Explanations on road conditions and facilities at the beach are given. From
the information given in the book, you can easily judge if a town or tourist destination is worth a
visit during your stay. Local knowledge given by the author was invaluable. This book is a must if
travelling to St Lucia independently and keen to explore on your own.”

Sue-Ellen M Smith, “Useful Reference book. I wanted a guide for St Lucia and struggled to find
one. In the end I bought this which was quite helpful but the style is not as easy as some guides.
It doesn't have many pictures and is basically a list of things to do / see, however as it is written
by someone who knows the island well it is pretty accurate.”

The book by Anne-Marie Faiola has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 53 people have provided feedback.
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